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Abstract 
From the use of corpora with lexicographical purposes arise many problems that hinder the work of lexicographer and interfere 
with the development of dictionaries. Among the main problems we have in this use of corpora it has to be highlighted the 
absence of lemmas and the possible loss and reduction of polysemes or variants of meaning. The criterion of representativeness 
of a corpus is compromised. All corpora, in spite of their broadness, are no more than a limited group of texts that may not 
contain all the lexical richness of a language. 
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Este libro no sólo lo sabe todo, sino que es el único que nunca se equivoca.  
Gabriel García Márquez 
 
1. Introduction 
When in the 1980s the University of Birmingham and Collins Publishing became pioneers in introducing the use 
of computerized corpus for the preparation of dictionaries with COBUILD (Collins Birmingham University 
International Language Database), they modified the parameters of the lexicographical methodology: lexicographers 
could finally have "measurable evidence" (Sinclair, 1987: XV). The appearance of the computerized corpus was the 
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key to the development of lexicography, as these databases made decisive information available to the lexicographer 
such as the different meanings of a word, use variations between oral and written language and the frequency of use 
of certain words (cfr. Pérez Hernandez, 2002: s.p.). Its use was and has been overriding in the creation of 
dictionaries1, but this does not mean that the use of the corpus is crucial nowadays. The computerized corpora are 
created with the purpose of becoming a representative sample of a given language, but in spite of trying to be very 
rigorous and extensive, they are not more than that: “a sample”, that is never complete and never shows the richness 
of the language in a full way. 
 
Dictionaries have the dubious obligation to collect all lexical entries of a language, or at least to try it. It is well 
known this trend of major dictionaries to select words, an intentional purging that had sense in the age of paper, but 
which should not have place in the digital era. 
 
To adjust the dictionary entries as they are collect or not in a corpus, stifles ab nauseam the work of the 
lexicographer. In the era of globalization and the 3.0 environments, the plural, changing and full of nuances language 
makes Internet an essential tool for lexicographical work. Constructing the web as the "corpus of corpus" helps to 
overcome the limitations of traditional corpus. 
2. About the concept of corpus and representativeness 
Starting from the beginning, we are trying to discern what corpus means. Listed below are several definitions 
given by specialists in the matter, such as Lavid (2005), Sinclair (1991), Francis (1992), Hunston (2002), etc. 
 
• “Una muestra amplia de lengua escrita o hablada que se considera representativa bien del estándar o de alguna 
variante diatípica o diatópica, o de algún período histórico determinado” (Lavid, 2005: 62). 
 
• “A corpus is a collection of naturally-occurring language text, chosen to characterize a state or variety of a 
language” (Sinclair, 1991: 171). 
 
• “A corpus is a collection of texts assumed to be representative of a given language, dialect, or other subset of a 
language to be used for linguistic analysis” (Francis, 1992: 17). 
 
• “Collections of texts (or parts of texts) that are stored and accessed electronically” (Hunston, 2002: 2). 
 
• “A collection of pieces of language that are selected and ordered according to explicit linguistic criteria in order 
to be used as a sample of the language” (Eagles, 1996a: 4). 
 
• “Conjunto lo más extenso y ordenado posible de datos o textos científicos, literarios, etc., que pueden servir de 
base a una investigación” (Diccionario de la Real Academia Española, DRAE). 
 
Apart from subtle distinctions, all definitions are close to the same vertex, where the terms converge: collection, 
representative, selected and ordered for a purpose. And it is here where all the obstacles for the lexicographer begin. 
Must a dictionary of any kind (general or specific), must be erected around a set of selected (not global) and 
representative texts? Which texts do we leave out and who determines the feasibility of a text over another? 
 
 
 
1 The appearance of the corpus for other purposes dates back to the late fifties, when through the Survey of English Usage project, were collected 
the data that were the basis of the first English standard grammar, A Comprehensive Grammar of English Language (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, 
and Svartvik, 1985). 
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The criterion of "representativeness" is one of the casus belli of corpus linguistics. It is of a polymorphic and 
doubtful pragmatic, and it is shown from many semantic levels as many as authors have made use of it, this leads us 
to affirm that the representation is not a closed and bounded criterion but a pragmatic factor full of ambiguities. As 
seen, for example, by Teubert and Cermáková (2004) and Hunston (2002) among others, who introduce a 
methodical doubt about the "fake" representativeness: who determines the representativeness of a text? Who decides 
which texts are elected to be part of a corpus? What and why are some text banished? Among the criteria that would 
respond to this representativeness criterion would be: author, reader, number of copies, content, including the 
amount of texts that must form a decent corpus (cf. Huston, 2002: 25-26). 
 
At this point, the question we must ask is: can a dictionary settle on a basis of selection? Should a text 
compendium be built of written texts or oral resources? And in the case of finding an affirmative answer, with what 
kind of corpus should the lexicography discipline work? 
 
Sinclair (EAGLES, 1996b: 4) establishes some minimum criteria that must be satisfied for a set of texts in 
electronic format in order to be considered a corpus (cf. Perez Hernandez, 2002): 
 
• The corpus should be as large as could possibly be envisaged with the technology of the time […]. 
 
• It should include samples from a broad range of material in order to attain some sort of representativeness. 
 
• There should be an intermediate classification into genres between the corpus in total and the individual samples. 
 
• The samples should be of an even size. 
 
• The corpus as a whole should have a declared provenance. 
 
Cristina Martin Herrero (2009), based on the work of Susan Hunston (2002), makes a clear classification of the 
main types of corpus that exist today: 
 
• General or reference corpora or those containing the standard vocabulary of a language, as the Brown Corpus, 
The Bank of English and CREA. “Reference corpora contain the standard vocabulary of a language. They are the 
corpus linguist’s main resource to learn about meaning” (Teubert, 2007: 67). 
 
• Specialized corpora, i.e. those formed by specialized texts in a field such as the Corpus of the DICTER 
(Diccionario de la Ciencia y la Técnica del Renacimiento). 
 
• Diachronic corpora composed of texts from different eras, as ARCHER (Ancient Corpus Historical English 
Register), the CORDE (Corpus Diacrónico del Español), Corpus Mark Davis. 
 
• ‘Monitor’ corpora which are continuously open and updated, as the Bank of English. “The monitor corpus is a 
corpus that monitors language change. It is, in principle, regularly updated and opened” (Teubert, 2007: 71). 
 
• ‘Paralell' corpora, especially useful for studying the mechanisms of translation: “A parallel corpus, sometimes 
also called a translation corpus, is a corpus of original texts in one language and their translations into another (or 
several other languages)” (Teubert, 2007: 73). 
 
And finally, 
 
• Internet corpus, employing Internet as a large corpus, such as the Google search engine. 
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Undoubtedly the last type of corpus mentioned is the closest to meet the needs of all lexicographers. Within this 
large corpus all stated above will be included: there is room for standard vocabulary (general corpora); there are 
texts from different eras (diachronic corpora); information collected online, that is always the most current (monitor 
corpora); specialized pages, which occupy one of the leading sectors of Internet (specialized corpora). Besides, the 
minimum criteria of representativeness required by Sinclair that have been enumerated before are also present. 
3. Working with Internet corpus: a practical case 
 Daily use of internet as a corpus in creating and editing the entries for the Diccionarios en Línea de Español 
“Universidad de Valladolid” allows us to provide the following data, that will serve to justify the previously stated 
arguments, and to try to transform the required need to separate the lexicographical work of the traditional concept 
of corpus, into a dogma, to avoid not only quantitative but also qualitative shortcomings (those, for example, derived 
from semantic nuances from where the polysemies are born and phraseological units and would deserve for a 
separate study). 
 
As Pérez Hernández (2002) recognizes: "the bigger the corpus, the more possibilities to offer us information on a 
wider range of linguistic phenomena", and we should add lexicographical phenomena as well. 
 
 For this research paper we have selected 100 random lemmas. The data collected are shown below: 
 
 
Fig. 1. Percentage of collected lemmas (DRAE / INTERNET) 
 
 The difference is evident but it is not an element that makes an impact because of its disparity. Almost 80% of 
the collected lemmas coincide, an the other 20% remains unexplained, however, this does not put into question the 
validity of the research carried out by the language experts. 
 
 In the second graph, which is slightly clearer, the percentages of meaning of the entries that appear in the DRAE 
and in The Diccionarios en línea de español “Universidad de Valladolid” are shown. 
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Fig. 2. Percentage of collected entries (DRAE / INTERNET) 
 
 The variation of the data is firstly due to the non-use of an established corpus, and secondly because the work is 
carried out always following parameters denominated "driven corpus" by Tognini-Bonelli (2001) in Corpus 
linguistics at work. It is a deductive search: “Todos los lingüistas de corpus insisten en la idea de “la mirada limpia” 
como única forma de trabajar “honestamente” con el corpus y recalcan que si aplicamos teorías antes de ver el 
corpus no dejaremos que este nos dé toda la información que nos puede ofrecer” (Hernández, 2002: 1024). The 
corpus is not used to find lemmas previously found in other dictionary, such as the DRAE. 
 
 Extrapolating these quantitative differences, that obviously will be transformed into qualitative, to a more 
concrete case as the searching for meaning through a specific corpus, we see that the results are not promising, but 
they serve, once again, to strengthen our theory that corpus and lexicography do not make a good tandem, are not 
meant to be together. 
 
 Among the most known and used corpus, such as CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual. Available at: 
http://corpus.rae.es/creanet.html); CORDE (Corpus diacrónico del español. Available at: 
http://corpus.rae.es/cordenet.html); Corpus del Español de la Brigham Young University (Available at: 
http://www.corpusdelespanol.org); COLA (Corpus Oral de Lenguaje Adolescente. Available at: 
http://colam.org/transkripsjoner-espannol.html); Arthus (Archivo de Textos Hispánicos de la Universidad de 
Santiago de Compostela. Available at: http://www.bds.usc.es/corpus.html); CORPES XXI, (Corpus del Español del 
Siglo XXI. Available at: http://web.frl.es/CORPES/view/inicioExterno.view); English Web Corpus (Integrado en la 
herramienta SketchEngine. Available at: http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/); LEXESP corpus (Available at: 
http://www.cs.upc.edu/~nlp/tools/corpus-es.php); SenSem (Corpus del español anotado sintácticamente y 
semánticamente. Available at: http://grial.uab.es/fproj.php?id=1&idioma=es), etc.; we chose the CREA and 
CORPES, to maintain the academic line started with the comparison made with the DRAE. 
 
 The word chosen is ‘cachimba’. THE DRAE includes 5 entries: 
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Fig. 3. Diccionario de la Real Academia de la Lengua 
 
 In CREA we found 37 cases in 22 documents. If you look for ‘cachimba’ in Google, you obtain approximately 
428,000 results. Nothing to be added. Let's see: 
Fig. 4. Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual 
 
 Before looking at the different meanings of ‘cachimba’ listed in different sources, we have to pay attention to the 
author’s column. Each and every one of the entries comes from the literary world, despite the CREA as is reflected 
in their website: “es un conjunto de textos de diversa procedencia, almacenados en soporte informático, del que es 
posible extraer información para estudiar las palabras, sus significados y sus contextos”, an aspect that would lead 
us to discard this corpus as a basis for any linguistic analysis, not only lexicographical. Now, we will examine the 
listed for the term that we could open for ‘cachimba’. Considering collocations as a reference, the following 
examples: ‘aspirar la cachimba’, ‘encendía plácidamente su cachimba’, ‘la cachimba tiraba mal’, ‘encendía la 
cachimba con un mechero’, etc., allow the researcher to accept to entries. The first one related to the widespread and 
known meaning of ‘shisha' or ‘pipe’ and the second regarding the meaning of clothes, a kind of jacket as shown in 
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this example: ‘es un chaquetón, un cachimba’. Therefore, at this stage our dictionary would then been reduced 
exclusively to two entries, no more no less. 
 
Fig. 5. Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual 
 
 The next step is to analyze CORPES XXI. However, it is necessary to bear in mind that the available version is a 
veta version in which “no figuran todavía transcripciones de textos orales y la tipología textual se ha incorporado 
solo a una pequeña parte de los documentos.” ‘Cachimba’ 45 cases in 27 documents (3 pages of the database). 
Remember the 428,000 Google results. 
 Before showing the results of ‘cachimba’ given in this corpus, we want to show the typology of these entries: 
Fig. 6. Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI 
 
 The 100% collocations of ‘cachimba’ come from fiction media (literary, artistic ...). Collocations result in the 
following meanings, showing in the first pages:  
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Fig. 7. Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI 
 
 ‘venía con su cachimba’, ‘tabaco para su cachimba’; ‘alguna vez he fumado cachimba’, and the others that we 
have found, give us the definition we already know. However, we find something new in this corpus: ‘entre las tres 
cachimbas vio las manos’; ‘bailaron entre las cachimbas’; ‘a luz de la luna estaba entre las cachimbas’ y ‘la luz de 
las cachimbas’, that leads us to  a new unknown entry, one that refers to a kind of rustic lamp. On the next page we 
find more collocations that corroborate the two previous entries: ‘pipas’, ‘fumar’, ‘caladas’, ‘tabaco’; ‘lámpara de 
gas’…  
 
Fig. 8. Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI 
 
 As we can see the options are very limited, we would open just 3 entries: jacket, pipe, lamp. Here is the last page. 
Fig. 9. Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI 
 
The entries do not agree with those contained in the DRAE nor in form nor substance: elongated pumpkin, pipe, 
cigar end, hole for fetching water and scowling. However, there is a collocation that opens the road for searching 
another meaning, but does not clarify nor allows discerning it: ‘Esas emociones permiten el canto de la lluvia y no 
sé qué otras cachimbas. Ahora a olvidar la fábula’. We have no context and no possibility of finding it in the 
CORPES. With these two lines we should deduce that the meaning that we believe would be something like 
‘whopper’, ‘tall tale’, ‘porky pie’, but we do not have any other entry to ensure this value and significance. Is a 
single example likely to be considered valid to create an entry in a dictionary? An example is just that, a mere 
sample. 
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The extremely poor response of corpora to the lexicographer work has been demonstrated in this brief example. 
Google results have returned us 16 possible meanings, real and confirmed ones. Supported by a variety of texts, 
belonging to all diastratic levels, from written and oral language (the forum is shown as the representative of orality 
in the Net), and that shows the diatopic variations –very rich ones– of Spanish. 
 
‘Cachimba’ may also be apart from what stipulated in DRAE: ash produced by cigar when consumed; roadside 
bars where to rest and have a snack; external female sex; also ‘cachimba’ is a small hole that is made in the tables of 
the musical instrument called marimba; but it is also a hive of wasps that is built in the hollow of a tree; it is also a 
small shop to buy drinks and cigarettes; It is also a hole that is dug to bury someone; ‘cachimba’ is also called the 
vagina of animals, especially cows; a kind of little lamp and the jacket said before; and finally ‘cachimba’ is a 
natural source of water, which is not channeled. 
 
 All this lexical richness may be lost through the use of corpora with lexicographical purposes. We must 
meditate about this in our work as lexicographers. The richness of the man is his language. 
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